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ABSTRACT

Introduction: Higher pharmaceutical education in China has made a great development in recent years. A few problems, such as unevenness of school-running level, lack of students innovation and deficiency of teaching effect, are also exposed in its rapid development. The reasons for these challenges are also revealed that old teaching mode and increasing enrollment scale in China’s university may be the primary causes. Methods: To face these problems, some measures should be taken. Total quality management (TQM), as a novel teaching concept, is proposed in this article to integrate into higher pharmaceutical education in China. Results: To implement TQM, suggestions are given to emphasize on professional ethics, course quality and practice teaching. Firstly, the educators should take pharmacy moral as one of the important contents and infiltrate it in all teaching activities so as to realize the cultivation of professional ethics. In addition, in order to improve course quality, it is necessary to implement curriculum reform by broadening curriculum caliber, optimizing curriculum system and removing regional segmentation in professional courses. What’s more, practice teaching should be actively adopted to combine itself with higher pharmaceutical education in China due to it being a discipline depending largely on the practice. Conclusion: It is necessary to boost the TQM step by step within a healthy system, which will play an important role in improving the quality of pharmaceutical education. Though implementation of TQM in higher pharmaceutical education faces various opportunity and challenge, the philosophy of TQM will be gradually accepted by more and more universities.
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INTRODUCTION

With the advent of the era of economic globalization and knowledge economy, higher education in China received a rapid development and entered a stage of internationalization and popularization. Under this background, higher pharmaceutical education has made great development, especially the number of university setting up pharmaceutical specialty increased rapidly, which was up to 703 by the end of 2012, including 371 undergraduate universities, 46 medical junior college, and 286 independently established higher vocational college, which increased by 54, 6 and 100 respectively when compared to those of 2008. Among these universities, there are not only medical universities, but also other ones, such as comprehensive university, polytechnic college, chemical engineering college, scientific college, as well as colleges of agriculture, forestry, commerce, etc. It shows that higher pharmaceutical education in China has grown to a certain scale. A few problems, however, are also exposed in its rapid development, as Wang and Li reported.1

The unevenness of school-running level resulted from the unbalanced development of higher pharmaceutical education in dif-
Different regions of China. The areas where pharmaceutical education was well developed mainly located in the coast regions of China and eastern or middle provinces because higher education therein has good foundation and their economy is well developed. The development of higher pharmaceutical education of western and remote areas, however, started lately and lagged behind by defective school-running condition and small scale of students recruitment, so that it is difficult to meet the requirements for pharmaceutical talents of medicine industry.

Some universities have not yet fully settled themselves in the background of international higher education, that their teaching content, teaching means and teaching method are still belonging to the old mode. Consequently, the innovation ability and the comprehensive quality of the so-cultivated students fell far behind the international pharmaceutical students, which reduced the competitiveness of the graduates in the international and domestic employment market.

In recent years, the enrollment of pharmaceutical postgraduate increased sharply, therefore a large number of teachers, who have rich teaching experience and are of high scientific research level, need to undertake the heavy task of graduate cultivation, especially some teachers should guide even dozens of graduates, their time for teaching were seriously limited; On the other hand, the teaching effect was also influenced by the fact that many young teachers, despite of having high academic qualifications, lack of experience in teaching.

**METHODS**

Education quality is no doubt the lifeline of universities, so the most urgent need for the universities is how to improve the quality of education. In recent years, many scholars have introduced concept of the total quality management (TQM) into the research field of higher education, that some universities are also implementing TQM management to certain degree. TQM consists of organization-wide efforts to install and make permanent a climate in which an organization continuously improves its ability to deliver high-quality products and services to customers. While there is no widely agreed-upon approach, TQM efforts typically draw heavily on the previously developed tools and techniques of quality control. TQM enjoyed widespread attention during the
The purpose of implementing TQM is to achieve continuous quality improvement. Each staff is required to have mental preparation for continuous improvement, and genuinely realize the importance of continuous improvement for himself and the whole school. Different departments or primary-level organizations are required to build a series of complete plans in order to achieve continuous quality improvement with unity and cooperation. Once the continuous improvement of university activity becomes vigorous and effective, the continuous quality management throughout all the university is guaranteed.

RESULTS
The core of the implementing TQM is to carry out effective control on various factors and steps affecting education process, so as to ensure the educational quality, which involves all the activities in university, relates to all staffs of the university and goes through the whole education work. Therefore, in order to construct TQM in higher pharmaceutical education, it is necessary to emphasize a kind of breakthrough thinking and insure the key tache of higher pharmaceutical education and its breakthrough point, upon considering each step of the education process.

Professional ethics
As is known that, China is a paradise of civilization for thousands of years. Ethic and virtue are both important contents of China’s traditional culture. In the history of pharmacy development of China, the examples of prominent personages who were widely respected and admired are too numerous to be listed. The Chinese people praise highly the gracious moral sentiment since ancient times. But in recent years, a few practitioners ignore the medicine principle and violate the pharmaceutical ethics, whose behaviors seriously destroyed the normal order of drug circulation and severely damaged the credibility of the pharmaceutical industry.

In the 21st century, pharmaceutical workers are required not only higher professional knowledge and skills, but also noble professional ethics. Several years later, most students from medicine colleges will become the backbone of medicine enterprise in China, the level of their professional knowledge and moral qualities, will dominate the vicissitudes of the future medicine industry. The work to cultivate pharmaceutical students with healthy professional ethics, to help them form correct consciousness of professional moral and construct healthy professional ethics, is not only the need of the modern...
pharmaceutical enterprise, but also the fundamental guarantee to the culture of pharmaceutical industry.

Pharmaceutical colleges, therefore, should put the pharmaceutical moral education as an important content of promoting students’ quality education, and infiltrate it in the teaching activity of professional theory course and other educational activities. Meanwhile, pharmaceutical education should be combined with the spirit of professional ethics, social morality and family virtue. In activities such as education activities for new students and the direction to graduate employment, students should be introduced to start consciously from themselves and from now on, to keep the idea in mind that patients should be admired as the center of all the activities. In addition, students should remember the pharmaceutical moral principle to heal the wounded and rescue the dying, and to provide safe, effective and economic drugs for the preventing and curing diseases with their whole hearts. Whether to protect the safety of patients should be taken as the evaluation criteria of students’ value, and also, the safety and effectiveness of drugs should be taken as the basic ethical standards, in order to further improve the students pharmaceutical moral accomplishment.

Course quality

It is necessary to broaden the caliber of the curriculum to increase its adaptability.1,16 The basic courses are designed to include mathematics, physics, chemistry, computer, biosciences, medical knowledge, and some related curriculums, for example, production, inspection, distribution, management and security of medicines. By reasonable setting up of curriculum, it is beneficial for students not only to accept theories and skills, but also to enhance the ability to adapt to rapid development of pharmaceutical disciplines. In addition, overall optimization of the curriculum system is of particular importance. According to the general principles, one needs to adjust the course design at macro level and lead to a breakthrough in framework of secondary discipline by crossing multiple disciplines. Thirdly, it is also important to remove the malpractice of regional segmentation of professional courses, because they are mutually contacted and connected to each other. After the whole optimization, the integration of curriculum system is expected and will show the balance of structure, the mobility of setting up as well as the flexibility of development. The last but not the least is to increase the course of humanistic and social science. Most pharmaceutical colleges generally lack of the knowledge of aesthetics, anthropology, psychology, sociology, literature, and music, which is not conducive to achieve students’ quality and accomplishment. Meanwhile, it needs to strengthen the spirit education of innovation, fighting as well as cooperation.

Practice teaching

Pharmacy is a discipline depending largely on the practical application, in which all theory, creation, validation, and research must rely on the practice, for example, research methods, scientific experiments, achievement transformation, production and management, etc. As a result, the practice teaching is of important position in higher pharmaceutical education, which plays a key role in achieving all-round developed pharmaceutical talents with creative consciousness and innovation ability, and is also a breakthrough point with unique function that can not be replaced by any other way. In such teaching activity, students can accept more rigorous scientific attitude besides learning some basic knowledge, methods and skills. The development of science and technology will inspire the exploration spirit and creation passion, which leads to formation of the ability of independent thinking and the ability to analyze and solve questions. Therefore, practice teaching should be actively combined with higher pharmaceutical education. The innovation of practice teaching system could deepen the reform of higher pharmaceutical education and cultivate innovative talents, for the sake of meet the requirements of pharmaceutical education development and the need of modernization construction.

DISCUSSION

Along with the speeding up of globalization process, the higher education is becoming more and more open, meanwhile, it also faces fierce challenge domestic and overseas. The philosophy of striving for the survival with quality, continuous improvement of TQM and continuous promotion of quality will be accepted by more and more universities. Thus, it is necessary to boost the TQM step by step with a healthy system according to the characteristics of pharmaceutical education. It will play an important role in improving the quality of pharmaceutical education, by the achievement of increasing and qualified students for the development of medicine industry.

CONCLUSION

The report focuses on some problems encountering in higher pharmaceutical education in China, such as uneveness of school-running level, lack of students innovation and deficiency of teaching effect, in its rapid development. The reasons are explained by the analyses
of teaching mode and enrollment scale in China's university. Total quality management (TQM), as a novel teaching concept, is suggested to integrate itself into higher pharmaceutical education via the following aspects. Firstly, the educators should take pharmaceutical moral as one of the important contents and infiltrate it in all teaching activities so as to realize the cultivation of professional ethics. Secondly, in order to improve course quality, it is necessary to implement curriculum reform by broadening curriculum caliber, optimizing curriculum system and removing regional segmentation in professional courses. Thirdly, practice teaching should be actively adopted to combine with higher pharmaceutical education due to it being a discipline depending largely on the practice. It is necessary to boost the TQM step by step with a healthy system, which will play an important role in improving the quality of pharmaceutical education. Though implementing TQM in higher pharmaceutical education faces various opportunity and challenge, the philosophy of TQM will be gradually accepted by more and more universities.
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SUMMARY

- The reasons for challenges to Chinese higher pharmaceutical education, are explained through the analyses of teaching mode and enrollment scale in China’s university.
- TQM is proposed to integrate into higher pharmaceutical education.
- To implement TQM, suggestions are given on the aspects of professional ethics, course quality and practical teaching.
- It is necessary to boost TQM step by step with a healthy system, which will play an important role in improving the quality of pharmaceutical education.
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